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A cozy coastal bedroom decorated in a casual, chic style can
transport you to the beach, no matter where you live! Designing a
barefoot comfy beach haven featuring bright and airy rooms that
blur the line between indoors and outside can be simple. We
have selected a few rooms that bring this easy, breezy living to
life and offer plenty of gulf-at-your-doorstep ambiance.

Sheer Elegance
Billowing in the breeze when windows are

Waves of Blue

open, sheers hang high up on the wall,

A blend of brilliant blues is the central theme of

lending an airy elegance to the room.

this room, showcasing a variety of beautiful pillows

Offering a pop of coastal charm, the

covered in creative designs that adorn the bed.

gulf blue pillows and the cream-colored

A trio of turquoise ceramic art is positioned on a

bedspread sprinkled with a bit of blue

white-washed wall, becoming the backdrop for the

add to the allure of this coastal abode.

luxurious vanilla-hued leather headboard. Pink-tinted

As the sheer tiebacks are released, the

light bulbs provide this sanctuary with an inviting soft

room becomes your own personal retreat

glow, the perfect final touch for relaxation.

where summer dreams await you.
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GULF COAST HOME

A Summer Place
The simplicity of
this beachside bedroom,
steeped in naturally
soothing hues of cool
blues, encourages peaceful
thoughts and relaxation. A
small round table is draped
with a floral, calico-style print
and topped with delicate
white lace. Adding a downto-earth feel to the interior
design, the headboard’s
charming picket-fence style
pattern repeats on the
coverlet and brings together
this “beachy” theme. With

Wings in Flight

the sweet fragrance of white

Setting a mood of striking intrigue for this tropical-style room, the accent wall is painted in midnight blue and embellished with

hydrangeas at the bedside

a group of white winged wonders. The sleek, modern lamps on the matching black-and-pewter knobbed nightstands turn the

and the powder sky blue wall,

spotlight on the beautiful birds, and add a warm glow. Keeping the room cheery and bright, this creative design includes pure

this beach cottage becomes

white drapes, featuring a playful blue leaf pattern, a fluffy white comforter, welcoming pillows, and a breakfast tray.

the perfect summer place.
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